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Floer homology was developed in [Floer, 1988a, Floer, 1988b, Floer, 1989], opening a new avenue on

the following version of the Arnol′d conjecture.

Conjecture (Arnol′d). A Hamiltonian symplectomorphism on a compact symplectic manifold M with

all of its fixed points non-degenerate has at least

dimM∑
k=0

bk(M,F)

fixed points, for any field F.

Here bk(M,F) denotes the Betti numbers with F-coefficients. This line of work culminated with the

full proof of this version of the Arnol′d conjecture in [Fukaya and Ono, 1999]; we note that a consensus

on the status of this proof does not seem to exist so far.

The methods of [Floer, 1988a, Floer, 1988b, Floer, 1989] were successful in proving the following

particular case of the Arnol′d conjecture (see [Salamon and Zehnder, 1992]).

Theorem 1. Let (M,ω) be a compact symplectic manifold such that∫
S2

u∗ω = 0, (1)∫
S2

u∗c1(TM) = 0, (2)

for all u ∈ C∞(S2;M).

A Hamiltonian symplectomorphism on (M,ω) with all of its fixed points non-degenerate has at least

dimM∑
k=0

bk(M,F)

fixed points, for any field F.

In the above, the first Chern class c1(TM) is defined for an almost complex structure J on M

compatible with the symplectic form ω. For the remainder of the present extended abstract, fix a compact

symplectic manifold (M,ω) of dimension 2n satisfying (1) and (2), a Hamiltonian symplectomorphism

φ, with all of its fixed points non-degenerate, and generated by a 1-periodic time-dependent Hamiltonian

H ∈ C∞(M × S1). Fix also an almost complex structure J on M compatible with ω. We see M as a

Riemannian manifold with Riemannian metric the one compatible with ω and J .

A fixed point p ∈M of φ can be seen as a 1-periodic solution x ∈ C∞(S1;M) of Hamilton’s equation

ẋ(t) = XHt(x(t)) with starting value x(t) = p; i.e. a 1-periodic orbit of H.
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The aim of our dissertation is to provide a partial proof of Theorem 1 when char F = 2, expanding

on parts of the presentation given in [Audin and Damian, 2014]. This proof is divided into the following

steps:

Construction Construct a Floer complex for regular pairs of H ∈ C∞(M × S1) and J ∈ J (M,ω);

Transversality Show that for every pair (H0, J) there is a regular pair (H,J) such that H and H0 have

the same 1-periodic orbits;

Invariance Show that the homology of the Floer complex does not depend on the choice of H,J ;

Computation Show that there are choices of autonomous H, and J , such that H has the same number

of orbits as critical points, and such that the Floer complex for (H,J) and Morse complex for the

Morse-Smale pair (H,J(XH)) coincide (up to a degree shift of 1
2 dimM).

We will define regular pairs in Definition 8.

In our dissertation most of the time is spent on the construction and transversality steps, for which

we provide (close to) full details. For the invariance and computation steps we give a brief overview,

comparing their proofs as presented in [Audin and Damian, 2014] with the work we have done. As such,

in the present extended abstract we address only the work done in the dissertation for the construction

and transversality steps.

1 Morse-Floer complexes

The Floer complex for Floer homology and the Morse-Smale-Witten complex for Morse homology (e.g.

[Schwarz, 1993, Banyaga and Hurtubise, 2004, Weber, 2006, Audin and Damian, 2014]) have a very sim-

ilar construction. We make this explicit by defining a Morse-Floer complex based on some topological

data and some assumptions, of which the Floer and Morse-Smale-Witten complexes are particular cases.

This abstraction is mostly formal; for either complex the hard work is in showing that the assumptions

hold.

The topological data is the following:

• A Hausdorff second-countable topological space M ;

• A continuous map f : M → R;

• A finite set C ⊂M ;

• A grading d : C → Z;

• For each pair x± ∈ C, a subspace

M(x−, x+) ⊂
{
c : R→M : c is continuous, lim

s→±∞
c(s) = x±

}
(3)

endowed with the compact-open topology and closed under the R-action by translation.

Before describing the assumptions, we need some notation.
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Notation 2. Denote

M :=
⋃

x,y∈C
M(x, y).

Given x, y ∈ C define the trajectory space L(x, y) =M(x, y)/R, endowed with the quotient topology.

Define also the broken trajectory space

L(x, y) =
⋃

z0,z1,...,zk−1,zk∈C distinct
z0=x,zk=y

L (z0, z1)× L (z1, z2)× · · · × L (zk−2, zk−1)× L (zk−1, zk) .

We say that (M,f,C, d,M) satisfies the following properties:

Monotonicity If, for any c ∈M, either f ◦ c is strictly decreasing or c is constant;

Injectivity If, given c1, c2 ∈M such that c1(0) = c2(0), we have c1 = c2;

Compactness If the space M is compact.

Index If given x, y ∈ C such that d(x)−d(y) ≤ 2 eachM(x, y) is a C1-manifold of dimension d(x)−d(y)

(if d(x) < d(y) this means that M(x, y) is empty) and the R-action on M(x, y) is C1;

Gluing If, for each x, y, z ∈ C such that d(x) − 1 = d(y) = d(z) + 1 and c1 ∈ M(x, y), c2 ∈ M(y, z),

there is a (topological) coordinate chart ψ̂ : [0,+∞[→ L(x, z) such that ψ̂(0) = ([c1], [c2]).

When we say that M(x, y) is a C1-manifold, we mean to say that it has a C1-manifold structure com-

patible with its topological structure. The topological structure of L(x, z) is discussed in section 2, and

it turns out to be a compactification of L(x, z).

For the remainder of this section we assume that the above properties hold.

If d(x)−d(y) = 1 then L(x, y) = L(x, y) is a compact 0-manifold; that is, a finite set. If d(x)−d(z) = 2

then L(x, z) \ L(x, z) is finite, and by the gluing property the broken trajectory space L(x, z) is an

Hausdorff, second countable, compact 1-manifold with boundary

∂L(x, z) :=
⋃

d(y)=d(x)−1

L(x, y)× L(y, z).

We define the Morse-Floer complex with coefficient ring R of characteristic 2 as follows:

CMF (M,f,C, d,M;R) =
⊕
k∈Z

R · d−1(k)

with complex map ∂MF defined on generators such that d(x) = k by

∂MF (x) =
∑

d(y)=k−1

|L(x, y)|y.

The differential satisfies ∂2MF = 0: on a generator x ∈ d−1(k) we have

∂2MF (x) = ∂MF

 ∑
d(z)=k
c∈L(x,z)

z

 =
∑

d(y)=k−1
d(z)=k
c∈L(x,z)
d∈L(z,y)

y =
∑

d(y)=k−1

 ∑
(c,d)∈∂L(x,y)

1

 y =
∑

d(y)=k−1

|∂L(x, y)|y = 0,

since the number of boundary points of a Hausdorff second countable compact 1-manifold with boundary

is even and R has characteristic 2.
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2 The broken trajectory spaces

Let (M,f,C, d,M) be data as in section 1, satisfying the monotonicity, injectivity, compactness, index

and gluing properties.

Let x± ∈ C. Suppose we are given a broken trajectory γ = (γ1, . . . , γk) ∈ L(y0, y1)×· · ·×L(yk−1, yk) ⊂
L(x−, x+) and a height h ∈]f(x+), f(x−)[. Either h = f(yi) for some i ∈ {1, . . . , k − 1}, or there is a

unique i ∈ {1, . . . , k} such that f(yi) < h < f(yi−1). In the former case we define `h(γ) = yi, and in the

latter we define `h(γ) = γi(s), where s is the unique real number such that f(γi(s)) = h. We have thus

defined a map `h : L(x−, x+)→M .

We endow L(x−, x+) with the topology with the least open sets making `h continuous for all h ∈
]f(x+), f(x−)[. It turns out that this topology is coherent with the product topology and the quotient

topology on L(x−, x+), that L(x−, x+) is open in L(x−, x+), and that L(x−, x+) is then a compact space.

We note that in [Audin and Damian, 2014] the topology on L(x, y) is not formally defined, although

the arguments used seem to suffice. We have not seen our exact approach to the topology of L(x, y)

elsewhere, although it seems similar to the one defined in [Cohen et al., 1995] in the Morse context. A

different approach is the one in [Floer, 1989] in the Floer context.

3 The Floer complex as a particular case of a Morse-Floer com-

plex

Our topological space is now the space L0M of contractible loops on M , endowed with the C1-topology.

The set C is the set O(H) of contractible 1-periodic orbits of H. Our continuous map is the Hamiltonian

action functional

AH : L0M → R (4)

x 7→ −
∫
B2

1

x̃∗ω +

∫
S1

Ht(x(t)) dt,

where x̃ is an extension of x to B2
1 . This map is well defined — i.e. it does not depend on the choice of

x̃ — as long as (1) holds. For each x± ∈ O(H), we define a subspace

M (x−, x+) =

{
u ∈ C∞

(
R× S1

)
: u is contractible, ∂su+ J(u)∂tu+∇Ht(u) = 0,

lim
s→±∞

u(s) = x± in the C∞-topology

}
,

seeing each u ∈ C1(R × S1) as a map in C0(R;C1(S1;M)) in the natural way. It is clear that each of

this spaces is invariant under R-translation.

What about the grading? Given x ∈ O(H), a symplectic trivialization ψ : x∗TM → S1 × R2n (e.g.

[Hatcher, 2017]) gives us a path

γx,ψ : t 7→ ψx(t)(dφx(t))x(0)ψ
−1
x(0)

of symplectic matrices in Sp(2n;R) satisfying γx,ψ(0) = I and det(γx,ψ(1) − I) 6= 0. Such paths of

symplectic matrices (called admissible) may be assigned the Conley-Zehnder index µCZ for admissible

paths of symplectic matrices (e.g. [Salamon and Zehnder, 1992]). In general, µCZ(γx,ψ) depends on the

homotopy class of ψ, which we fix by choosing a trivialization coming from a capping disk x̃ : B2 → M
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extending x. For such trivializations the value of µCZ(γx,ψ) does not depend on the choice of capping disk

nor trivialization, so long as (2) holds. The grading we use is the Conley-Zehnder index µH defined in

[Salamon, 1999] by µH(x) = n−µCZ(x), which gets rid of the degree shift mentioned in the introduction.

We will now devote the four following sections to describing how the proof of the monotonicity,

injectivity, compactness, index and gluing properties proceed.

4 Injectivity

The Floer equation

FH,J(u) := ∂su+ J(u)∂tu+∇Ht(u) = 0 (5)

is a first-order elliptic differential equation, which is a zeroth-order perturbation of the Cauchy-Riemann

equation

ū := ∂su+ J(u)∂tu = 0.

It turns out that solutions of Floer’s equation share continuation properties with holomorphic functions,

as a consequence of Carleman’s similarity principle (e.g. [Vekua, 1962, Floer et al., 1995]).

Theorem 3 (Carleman’s similarity principle). Let ε > 0 and 2 < p < ∞, let S ∈ Lp(B2
ε ;R2n×2n) and

Y ∈W 1,p(B2
ε ;R2n) . If

∂sY + J0∂tY + SY = 0,

then there exist δ ∈]0, ε[, a map A ∈W 1,p(B2
δ ;GL(2n;R)) and a holomorphic map σ : B2

δ → Cn such that

Y = Aσ and J0A = AJ0 on B2
δ .

Here by A ∈ W 1,p(B2
δ ;GL(2n;R)) we mean that A ∈ W 1,p(B2

δ ;R2n×2n) is such that A(s, t) ∈
GL(2n;R) for all (s, t) ∈ B2

δ ; that this definition makes sense follows from the existence of the Sobolev

embedding W 1,p(B2
δ ;R2n×2n) ↪→ C0(B2

δ ;R2n×2n) (e.g. [Adams and Fournier, 2003]).

From Carleman’s similarity principle one gets a continuation principle for solutions of the linearization

of Floer’s equation.

Proposition 4 (Continuation principle for solutions of the linearization of Floer’s equation). Let 2 <

p < ∞ and let U ⊂ R × S1 be open and connected. Let ξ be a unitary bundle over U with complex

structure J . Let S ∈ Lploc(End(ξ)) and Y ∈W 1,p
loc (ξ) be such that

DsY + JDtY + SY = 0,

where J is the complex structure on ξ.

Then either the set of zeros of Y is discrete or Y = 0.

From this point we were able to easily deduce the following continuation principle for solutions of

Floer’s equation — which is strangely missing from [Floer et al., 1995] and [Audin and Damian, 2014]—,

whence the injectivity property immediately follows.

Corollary 5 (Continuation principle for solutions of Floer’s equation). Let u, v ∈ C1(R×S1) be solutions

of Floer’s equation (5) such that {(s, t) ∈ R× S1 : u(s, t) = v(s, t)} is not a discrete set. Then u = v.
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5 Monotonicity and Compactness

The proof of the compactness property is done in two steps: showing that the space

M :=
{
u ∈ C∞

(
R× S1;M

)
: u is contractible, ∂su+ J(u)∂tu+∇Ht(u) = 0, ||∂su||2 < +∞

}
is compact (this is inspired in the Gromov compactness of [Gromov, 1985]), and showing that

M =
⋃

x±∈O(H)

M(x−, x+).

We hope the reader will forgive us for redefining the meaning ofM since this transgression is only relevant

for the present section.

If u ∈M is contractible then
d

ds
AH (us) = −||∂sus||2 ≤ 0, (6)

hence the map s 7→ AH (us) is decreasing. Using the Arzelà-Ascoli theorem (e.g. [Munkres, 2000]), one

finds out that there are sequences (sm)∞m=1 of real numbers and x± ∈ O(H) such that limm→∞ usm = x±

in the C0-topology, and satisfying

||∂su||22 = AH (x−)−AH (x+) .

Since O(H) is finite, this implies that there is a uniform bound on ||∂su||2 for u ∈ M. Also, the

monotonicity property follows from (6) and the continuation principle of Proposition 4.

The following version of elliptic regularity is necessary (see [Floer, 1988b, Salamon, 1999]).

Proposition 6 (Elliptic regularity). Let 2 < p < ∞. Let (Hk)∞k=1 be a sequence in C∞(M × S1)

converging to H0 in the C∞-topology and let (uk)∞k=1 be a sequence in C∞(R × S1;M) of solutions of

FHk,J(uk) = 0 converging to u0 ∈ Lploc(R× S1;M) in the C0
loc-topology. Then u0 ∈ C∞(R× S1;M) and

limk→∞ uk = u0 in the C∞loc-topology; in particular, FH0,J(u0) = 0.

The conclusion of the first step quickly follows from applying the Arzelà-Ascoli theorem and Propo-

sition 6 to M, provided one shows equicontinuity. In turn, equicontinuity depends on the following very

important result, which requires (1) to hold.

Theorem 7. There is a uniform bound on the gradient of finite energy solutions of Floer’s equation:

sup
u∈M

||∇u||∞ < +∞.

Let us sketch the proof. We suppose the result is false; hence there are sequences (um)∞m=1 in M
and (sm, tm)∞m=1 in R × S1 such that limm→∞ |∇um(sm, tm)| = +∞. Replacing the points (sm, tm) by

“half-maximum points” ([Audin and Damian, 2014]), rescaling and shifting the um we find solutions vm

of FHm,J(vm) = 0 with limm→∞Hm = 0. By Proposition 6 there is a subsequence of (vm)∞m=1 converging

to a solution v of F0,J(v) = 0; i.e. a J-holomorphic curve with 0 6=
∫
R2 |∂sv|. Moreover, from the uniform

bound on ||∂su||2 we also conclude that
∫
R2 |∂sv| < +∞. By the removable singularity theorem (e.g.

[McDuff and Salamon, 1998]) it may be extended to a smooth map ṽ : S2 → M ; but then 0 6=
∫
S2 ṽ

∗ω,

contradicting the hypothesis that (1) holds.

The proof of the second step is now easy: given any sequence (sm)∞m=1 of real numbers converging to

±∞, the sequence of maps

sm · um : (s, t) 7→ um (sm + s, t)
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is in M, hence it has a convergent subsequence to some y± ∈ M; also, by the continuity of AH it turns

out that AH((y±)s) is constant hence by (6) y± does not depend on s; i.e. y± ∈ O(H). Since O(H) is

finite it turns out that y± = x± and hence u ∈M(x−, x+).

6 Index

In order to show that the index property holds, the natural idea is to apply the regular value theorem

to the Floer map u 7→ FH,J(u). The specifics of this approach rely on the choice of ambient space

in a very fundamental way. We now describe what seems to be the most common way to do this

([Salamon, 1999, Weber, 2017]).

Let x± ∈ O(H) and denote by P∞(x−, x+) the set of u ∈ C∞(R×S1;M) such that lims→±∞ us = x±

in the C∞-topology, and such that ∂su, ∂tu −XHt(u) (where XHt denotes the Hamiltonian vector field

associated to Ht) satisfy exponential decay conditions. Fix p ∈]2,+∞[, and define

P1,p (x−, x+) =
{

expu Y : u ∈ P∞ (x−, x+) , Y ∈W 1,p (u∗TM)
}
.

As we rigorously prove in the dissertation, P1,p(x−, x+) is a smooth Banach manifold, locally modelled

near u ∈ P∞(x−, x+) by the Sobolev space W 1,p(u∗TM). The restriction p > 2 is fundamental, since it is

necessary that the Sobolev embedding W 1,p(u∗TM) ↪→ C0(u∗TM) holds, so that the chart Y 7→ expu Y

is injective on a small enough ball, and for some needed bounds using the second degree Taylor series to

hold.

We actually apply the regular value theorem locally to the local version of the Floer map. More

precisely, given u ∈M(x−, x+) define the map

FH,Ju : B → Lp (u∗TM)

Y 7→ Φu(Y )−1FH,J (expu Y ) ,

where B is a small ball in W 1,p(u∗TM) centered at the origin. In the dissertation, we check in detail

that this map is smooth, and compute its derivative

DH,J
u =

(
dFH,Ju

)
0

= Ds + J(u)Dt + SH,Ju ,

where SH,Ju is point-wise linear; i.e. a section of End(u∗TM).

Definition 8. We say that the pair (H,J) is regular if the operator DH,J
u : W 1,p(u∗TM)→ Lp(u∗TM)

is surjective for all x± ∈ O(H) and u ∈M(x−, x+).

The exponential decay property of ∂s implies the existence of well-behaved unitary trivializations,

Ψ: u∗TM → (R× S1)× R2n, and the operator

LS := ∂s + J0∂t + S = ΨDH,J
u Ψ−1 : W 1,p

(
R× S1;R2n

)
→ Lp

(
R× S1;R2n

)
(where S is point-wise linear with uniformally bounded norm) is easier to study than DH,J

u .

If (H,J) is regular then LS is surjective, and in order for the regular value theorem to imply that

M(x−, x+) has the desired dimension we need the dimension of kerLS to be µH(x−)−µH(x+). In general,

we present the proof that LS satisfies the more stable Fredholm property ([Lockhart and McOwen, 1985,

Floer, 1988a, Floer, 1988b, Salamon, 1999]).
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Theorem 9 (Fredholm property). The operator LS is a Fredholm operator with index µH(x−)−µH(x+).

We provide a fully detailed and mostly self-contained proof of this theorem, filling in some details

which seem to be missing from [Audin and Damian, 2014], and without using Hille-Yosida theory.

7 Gluing

The proof of the gluing property ([Floer, 1989]) is reasonably constructive, with the map ψ̂ being con-

structed through the following steps: for large enough ρ ∈ R we construct a pre-gluing map u#ρv ∈
C∞(R× S1;M), obtained by gluing the solutions u and v linearly in an exponential chart near the orbit

y. There is no reason that such a thing would be a solution of Floer’s equation, but for large enough

ρ we find a map γ(ρ) ∈ W 1,p((u#ρv)∗TM) such that ψ(ρ) := expu#ρv(γ(ρ)) satisfies FH,J(ψ(ρ)) = 0,

using a generalization of the Newton-Picard method for Banach spaces. The map ψ̂ is then obtained by

ψ̂(ρ) = [ψ(ρ)] for ρ0 < ρ < +∞.

However, the construction of ψ̂ is not enough: we need to show that im ψ̂ is open. To do so, we

proceed by contradiction: if this is not the case, then there is a sequence (wm)∞n=1 in M(x, z) such that

limm→∞[wm] = ([u], [v]) in in L(x, z), and [wm] /∈ ψ̂([ρ0,+∞[) for m ≥ 1. We show that, given such a

sequence, the sequence (wm)∞m=1 lies on some map ψ0 constructed in a similar way to ψ, for large enough

m and which homotopes to ψ, allowing us to conclude that the image of [ψ0] ends up lying in the image

of [ψ].

8 Transversality

In the previous sections we described the construction of Floer homology under the assumption that

(H,J) is regular. It is still necessary to check that we are not musing on the empty set: that there exist

regular pairs. In fact, “almost all” pairs are regular, in the sense that the set of regular pairs is of the

second category in the sense of Baire [Floer, 1988b, Floer et al., 1995].

We present a proof that, given an almost complex structure J compatible with ω, the set of Hamilto-

nians H ∈ C∞(M×S1) making the pair (H,J) regular is dense. This is done by applying the Sard-Smale

theorem ([Smale, 1965]) for Banach manifolds to the projection

π : {(u, h) ∈ P1,p(x−, x+)× C∞ε (H) : FH+h,J(u) = 0} → C∞ε (H)

(u, h) 7→ h,

where C∞ε (H) is a separable and Banachable space of smooth perturbations of H which are 0 up to

second derivatives over the contractible 1-periodic orbits of H ([Audin and Damian, 2014]). From the

Fredholm property of Theorem 9 it follows that π is a Fredholm map. It turns out that the regular values

of π are precisely the perturbations h ∈ C∞ε (H) making (H + h, J) into a regular pair; and moreover

for C2-small enough h we have O(H + h) = O(H) (a necessary fact which seems to be overlooked in

[Audin and Damian, 2014]).

The more difficult part is to show that the domain of π is a Banach manifold. Similarly to what is

done in section 6, this is done by applying the regular value theorem to the local map

B × C∞ε (H)→ Lp(u∗TM)

(Y, h) 7→ FuH + h, J(Y ),
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which is smooth. Its Fréchet derivative at (0, H0 −H) is given by

Γ: W 1,p (u∗TM)× C∞ε (H)→ Lp (u∗TM) (7)

(Y, h) 7→ DH0,J
u (Y ) +∇ht(u),

a surjective map.

We may prove that the map (7) is surjective using the Riesz representation theorem (for example,

[Adams and Fournier, 2003]), showing that there is no nonzero Z ∈ Lp′(u∗TM), where p′ = p/(p − 1),

such that 〈Γ(Y, h), Z〉 = 0 for all (Y, h) ∈W 1,p(u∗TM)×C∞ε (H). This is done by contradiction, assuming

that such Z exists. On the one hand, this means that 〈LS(ΨY ),ΨZ〉 = 0, whence Z is a weak solution

of L∗S(ΨZ) = 0. On the other hand, this means that 〈∇ht(u), Z〉 = 0 for all h ∈ C∞ε (H), which implies

that Z(s, t) = λ(t)∂su(s, t) for all (s, t) ∈ R× S1, for some λ ∈ C∞(S1).

In the proof of the last statement of the previous paragraph the following fact is fundamental: “in-

jectivity points” of solutions of Floer’s equation are dense. The proof of this fact is somewhat involved,

and uses similar continuation principles to the ones in section 4 in a fundamental way.
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